
First Rule of Management

No meetings!

but if you must read the following...
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and outlining tasks and schedules to accomplish the goals.1
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Part of the test will be
you explaining each element of 

POLCA 
with examples from mixerman
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Communism
Planned or Command Economy

State direct allocation of capital and 
resources

government might decide which artists 
get resources and capital

Free market Capitalism
Markets direct allocation of capital and 

resources
markets decide which artists get resources and 

capital
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China
Planned Economy
Corporate Music 

Business

Hong Kong 
(most capitalist country)
Free Market Capitalism

Insurgent Music Business
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Nirvana /Pearl Jam
shows  consumer wants “grunge”

two distinct responses

Market based
money flows to these two artists

to produce more of this kind of music
for consumer

“efficient capital”

Less market based more Planned
Major labels sign or develop grunge bands

to supply consumers
“less efficient capital”
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The insurgent music business:
The independent artists, labels, small management companies, agencies and independent specialists that 

make up the bulk of the music business
Key distinction:  Relies on informal capital. ie Self financed, loans from family friends, credit card debt, 

even laundered drug money! (happens more than you think!)

The corporate music business:
The old line multinational labels and publishers, the major agencies, institutional management companies

and business managers.
Access to formal capital.  Bank loans,  can issue bonds, sell stock etc.

“The Wild West”

“The Country Club”
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Insurgent music business:
Seemingly chaotic

Nimble
Quick to adapt

Efficient
Innovative

Embraces new ideas and tech
“Disruptive”

++++++
Develops new artists efficiently

High return on investment
Responsive to changing consumer tastes

Low overhead costs
better at P.O.L.C.A*

Corporate music business
Seemingly orderly

Lumbering
Slow to adapt

Inefficient
Conservative

Blocks ideas and tech that threatens control
seeks stability

++++++
Access to large amounts of capital

Until recently controlled distribution
“Gatekeepers” to Radio TV Film National Press
Finances/Co-ops the insurgent music business.

A symbiotic relationship

This is your instructors somewhat  subjective 
judgement
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what part of the music business employs most people?

What part of the music business has most of the revenue?
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Price variation  can be seen as a measure of how
“free” a market is.

More price variation in insurgent music business
Album download free to 14.99

Less price Variation in corporate music business
on iTunes  major label records

9.99 or 12.99

(we should now consider itunes and amazon mp3 stores as 
part of the corporate music business)
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Corporate Music business
similar to planned economies

Insurgent music business similar
Free market economies
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Financial Bubbles
(and Interest rates)
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Often there are loans associated with these assets.
Formal bank loans or margin loans.

Or informal loans like
 in music business things like “advances”

and recording budgets

When the difference between interest rates
for risky borrowers and safe borrowers seems too narrow

You have a bubble.

subjectively
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Or in stock traders parlance

The 3 “I”s
Innovators
Imitators

Idiots
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Subjectively when the difference in interest rates 
between risky assets and “safe” assets is too narrow

Established artist  20 points/million dollar advance
New “Buzz artist” 18 points / $750,000 advance

(remember all advances are PV calculations
with an some sort of interest rate involved)

Italian government debt 3.3%
German government debt 3%

Prime mortgage borrowers 5.5%  
Subprime borrowers  6.5%
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too much money chasing too few (quality) assets?

The boom years are the CD years
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The Grunge Bubble 1994-2001

Innovator
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Pearl Jam

Innovator
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Stone Temple Pilots

Imitator

rock hair
evidence of

stylists
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Candlebox

imitator
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Bush

(who’s the weird old guy in feather boa?)
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Teeny bopper entry
Silverchair
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David Marcus
WMG
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The secret reasons record companies/publishing companies 
are profitable #1 and #2

1. Markets are bad at pricing wild variation.  Music sales 
exhibit a wild variation.  Generally markets underprice wild 
variation.  Especially the “long shots”, the highly uncertain.  A 
record companies assets are largely comprised of sound 
recordings,  virtually all of them long shots that they have 
generally paid too little for!!

2. Due to a quirk of human nature something called “Risk Averse/Risk 
Seeking Inversion”  and the related theory “Prospect theory”  artists 
sell their services, sound recordings and songs for too little.  They 
underprice them.  Or looked at another way. Record companies and 
publishing companies buy them “too cheap”.

Behavioral Economics
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Specifically

we are risk averse for gains
we take too small lump sum

We are risk seeking for losses
we won’t pay small fee for small

 risk of losing all

(on average and over the long term)
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Homo Economicus
Homo economicus, or Economic human, is the concept in some 
economic theories of humans as rational and narrowly self-
interested actors who have the ability to make judgments toward 
their subjectively defined ends.

In much of  classical and neo-classical economics it was assumed that 
humans would make rational and narrowly self-interested decisions.  For 
instance homo economicus would not play roulette because he/she would 
immediately grasp that the game is simply a way of losing money.  
However people do play roulette.  A range of theories has sought to 
explain and quantify the differences between homo economicus  and 
normal humans.

Useful notion but begins to fall apart under closer scrutiny.

many ways people behave irrationally.
 but for our purposes people behave irrationally when it comes to risking money, 

protecting themselves against remote risks,  and selling their music and songs.

expected 
Value
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Expected Value- (the real value)
===

Expected Utility
adjustments for risk seeking/risk aversion

Prospect theory.
(value is distorted)

The evolution of how we model how humans behave in 
the economic realm.
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Expected Value
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Expected Utility

Expected Utility  from wikipedia
Expected value and choice under risk

In the presence of risky outcomes, a decision maker could use the expected value criterion as a rule of choice: 
higher expected value investments are simply the preferred ones. For example, suppose there is a gamble in 

which the probability of getting a $100 payment is 1 in 80 and the alternative, and far more likely, outcome, is 
getting nothing. Then the expected value of this gamble is $1.25. Given the choice between this gamble and a 
guaranteed payment of $1, by this simple expected value theory people would choose the $100-or-nothing 
gamble. However, under expected utility theory, some people would be risk averse enough to prefer the sure 

thing, even though it has a lower expected value, while other less risk averse people would still choose the riskier, 
higher-mean gamble.

“A tweak of expected value”
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Some Scenarios under risk seeking/risk aversion 
inversion.  Prospect Theory.

take guaranteed 1 dollar
instead of “betting” 1 dollar on 1/10 chance of winning $15 

Risk Averse
Like a record deal.

take this bet:  9 in 10 chance of making 1 dollar vs  a 1/10 chance of 
losing 15 dollars

Risk Seeking
Like touring

 framed in such a way that we are risk averse and take the record deal
framed in such a way that we are risk seeking and artist accepts the risk of touring.
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One very important result of Kahneman and Tversky work is demonstrating that people's attitudes 
toward risks concerning gains may be quite different from their attitudes toward risks concerning 
losses. For example, when given a choice between getting $1000 with certainty or having a 50% 
chance of getting $2500 they may well choose the certain $1000 in preference to the uncertain 
chance of getting $2500 even though the mathematical expectation of the uncertain option is $1250. 
This is a perfectly reasonable attitude that is described as risk-aversion. But Kahneman and Tversky 
found that the same people when confronted with a certain loss of $1000 versus a 50% chance of no 
loss or a $2500 loss do often choose the risky alternative. This is called risk-seeking behavior. This is 
not necessarily irrational but it is important for analysts to recognize the asymmetry of human 
choices.

Prospect Theory Kahneman and Taversky
put it all together and measure this irrationality very precisely

Record deals are usually framed in such a way that we tend to choose the “sure” bet. 
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Why would record labels take the other side of the bet?

Record company has advantage of playing the game
over and over again.

Law of large numbers.
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Law of large numbers from wikipedia

the record company, music publisher or buyer has the advantage of playing the game over and over again.  Eventually something called “The Law of 
Large Numbers”  comes into play.

In probability theory, the law of large numbers (LLN) is a theorem that describes the result of performing the same experiment a large number of 
times. According to the law, the average of the results obtained from a large number of trials should be close to the expected value, and will tend to 
become closer as more trials are performed.
For example, a single roll of a six-sided die produces one of the numbers 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, each with equal probability. Therefore, the expected value of a 
single dice roll is

According to the law of large numbers, if a large number of dice are rolled, the average of their values (sometimes called the sample mean) is likely to 
be close to 3.5, with the accuracy increasing as more dice are rolled.

Actual results  approaches 
Expected Value.

If the record company signs 100’s of bands eventually it is 
profitable.
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As you play the game more often converges on 3.5
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The secret reasons record companies/publishing companies 
are profitable  #3 & 4

1. Markets are bad at pricing wild variation.  Music sales 
exhibit a wild variation.  Generally markets underprice wild 
variation.  Especially the “long shots”, the highly uncertain.  A 
record companies assets are largely comprised of sound 
recordings,  virtually all of them long shots that they have 
generally paid too little for!!

2. Due to a quirk of human nature something called “Risk Averse/Risk 
Seeking Inversion”  and the related theory “Prospect theory”  artists 
sell their services, sound recordings and songs for too little.  They 
underprice them.  Or looked at another way. Record companies and 
publishing companies buy them “too cheap”.

3. Musicians accept some of their compensation in non-monetary 
form.  Artists will underprice their songs and recordings  in exchange 
for a chance at fame and adulation! 

4.  Artist’s assume downside risks of touring.  They are Risk Seeking 
when it comes to losses.  Also touring is where they are most highly 
compensated with adulation.
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“The person involved in such 
gambles is paid in a currency other 
than material success: hope.” As 
Taleb argues, most artists and 
scientists spend most of their life 
waiting for that one big rewarding 
event that gets them the recognition 
they’d been hoping for and justifies 
for “the social consequences of the 
appearance of continuous failure,”

Living in the Antechamber of Hope
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Risk Seeking/Risk Averse Inversion
And Touring

Whereas Bands are Risk Averse when it comes to Record Deals

But risk seeking when it comes to touring. 

This also benefits record labels.  

Record labels have none of the Short Volatility risk of touring.

But it’s not just risk seeking behavior that  makes artist assume the risk of touring.
Turns out musicians actually “price” the chance to be adulated, to party and to maybe meet girls/guys.

next week
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Compensation = Money + Adulation

Musicians are partially paid in “adulation”

This definitely helps concert promoters.  Some of the pay is simply being in front of an audience.
Musicians want to play so they often underprice their live performances.

To a certain extent Record labels also benefit.   Arts want the chance to be famous to receive adulation.
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Wendy Fonarow: The indie professor.
Rock anthropologist

The lower ranking lower paid members of the touring group,   accept a lot of their pay in hedonistic experiences.  
or Sex Drugs and Rock n Roll.

The lower paid members of touring group are much more likely to participate in these hedonistic experiences.
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Studio vs  Live performance.

Studio.  Critical environment.  Tedious.  No audience.
Low chance of meeting mate. Poor access to alcohol and 

drugs.  

Club/Theatre performance.  Adulation.  Exciting. Audience. 
Good chance of meeting mate.  Good access to alcohol 

and drugs.
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Michael Urbano session drummer

virtually all the hits by
Sheryl crow
3rd eye blind
Smash Mouth

Cracker

$600 8 hour day studio

$600 weekend
2 shows and travel
sometimes 4 days
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Review Long Volatility Long Tail Theory
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unpredictable

chaotic

turbulent

irreducibly complex

random
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the music business is fooled by randomness

two kinds of randomness
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the music business is fooled by randomness

two kinds of randomness

“throw ten records against 
the wall and see what 

sticks”
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unpredictable which 
artist is successful
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the music business is fooled by randomness

two kinds of randomness

“throw ten records against 
the wall and see what 

sticks”

Ahmet Ertegun Michael Jackson 
“why was thriller 40 

million better than off 
the wall?”

unpredictable which 
artist is successful
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the music business is fooled by randomness

two kinds of randomness

“throw ten records against 
the wall and see what 

sticks”

Ahmet Ertegun Michael Jackson 
“why was thriller 40 

million better than off 
the wall?”

unpredictable which 
artist is successful unpredictable size of hit
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Normal roulette.
35:1 payout 
38:1 odds

expected return on $1 is $0.94
You are the sucker!!

good investment roulette
45:1 payout
38:1 odds

expected return on $1 is$1.18
the casino is the sucker!!

wild roulette
no fixed payout: it seems >38:1

38:1 odds
no fixed expected return 

return on $1 is >$1
most likely a good investment

there is no expected rate of return on investment
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•many small “bets” that rarely pay off.

•upside must be unlimited and of a “wild” 
variety. “wild” payouts on winning “bets”. 
payouts more than make up for all the 
small losses.

•low overhead / “bets” are inexpensive or 
acquired free in the course of other 
activities.

Long Tail/Long Volatility Strategy

“harvesting luck”
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Songwriters 100’s
Music Publishers 10,000’s
Record Labels 10,000’s
Record Producers 100’s
Mix Engineers 1000’s

Concert Promoters* 1,000’s

Agents 100’s
Agencies 1,000’s
Managers 10’s
Management companies 100’s

Typical number of times different entities get to play the game.
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“success has many fathers, failure is an orphan” - arab proverb
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“success has many fathers, failure is an orphan” - arab proverb
gersh |gərsh|
verb 1990’s
to subtly or inconspicuously move away from an artist or project one once 
championed. often involves passing responsibility for artist or project to a 
subordinate.
DERIVATIVES
gershed |ˈgərshed| past tense

gershing |gərshing| noun,  event or meeting that reveals an artist has been 

gershed.
ORIGIN: early 1990’s .: (unfairly) attributed to long time A&R superstar Gary 
Gersh.
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“success has many fathers, failure is an orphan” - arab proverb
gersh |gərsh|
verb 1990’s
to subtly or inconspicuously move away from an artist or project one once 
championed. often involves passing responsibility for artist or project to a 
subordinate.
DERIVATIVES
gershed |ˈgərshed| past tense

gershing |gərshing| noun,  event or meeting that reveals an artist has been 

gershed.
ORIGIN: early 1990’s .: (unfairly) attributed to long time A&R superstar Gary 
Gersh.

the survivorship bias

successful A&R

unsuccessful A&R

15 magazine mentions, 4 books, 3 
documentary films

who?
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The narrative fallacy addresses our limited ability to look at sequences of facts without weaving an 
explanation into them, or, equivalently, forcing a logical link, an arrow of relationship upon them. 
Explanations bind facts together. They make them all the more easily remembered; they help them 
make more sense. Where this propensity can go wrong is when it increases our impression of 
understanding.

—Nassim Nicholas Taleb, The Black Swan
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Examples of “Gershing”

The Black Crows

Who Signed Nirvana?

A Record Producers Discography

Gershing artificially increases the win/loss ratio.
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The Survivorship Bias

The stock market Dow Jones Average myth.
When a company goes bankrupt it is thrown out of the index.
The historical rate of return on the dow jones average only measures 
the survivors.   (it’s like getting to change your bet in the middle of a 
horserace).   

An executive might explain all of the things that they did to “make” their  
successful artists successful.  They omit from their narrative that they did 
all these same things for their unsuccessful artists.

A management company’s roster,  booking agency roster, record label 
roster is usually a collection of survivors with a few current 
“experiments”.   

E.G.  I look at Dangerbird Record’s website and I see Silversun Pickups 
and Fitz and the Tantrums. They look very successful.  But they don’t list 
the bands they’ve signed that have failed.  And why would they?
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The Narrative Fallacy

One of my platinum selling albums. 
3 MTV hits from this album:
Low
Get off This 
Eurotrash Girl

Found myself telling a very compelling success narrative about this 
album until I examined email history and recording notes.

Record company, band and producer were focused on two other 
songs that never became singles.  Great resources and energy were 
devoted to developing these songs.  

None of these songs were ever discussed except for Eurotrash girl.   
Record company DID NOT want eurotrash girl on album.  It was a 
hidden track because band wanted it on album.  We literally hid it 
from the record company.

Video for low was made at insistence of manager and video director. 
Band nor Label expected this to be a successful MTV hit.

Low became a hit only after the record company had stopped 
working the single.  A lone radio station stayed on the track.  Record 
company went back to it after it became popular in a single market.

Record succeeded in spite of our planning.
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Main Consequences

Many successful institutions and individuals in the music 
business appear successful.

This masks the high failure rate in the music business.

This also masks high degree of unpredictability in the 
music business.

However

Because the few hits are so profitable having a high failure rate is not a 
problem.
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Long Volatility = Unlimited Upside

who in the music business has unlimited upside?
who is long volatility?
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cd sales

0                               10,0000,                                                                      20,000

record label profit and loss chart

 unlimited upside

40 watt club presents dinosaur jr.

tickets sold

0                      200                     400                         600                        800

limited upside
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Record labels
Recording artists

Publishers
Songwriters

paid fee on each album sold in perpetuity.
Producers

Mix Engineers.

Indirectly
Managers

Business Managers

All have unlimited potential “upside” from owning songs or recordings.
And that upside is of a wild variety.

(cause recorded music revenues exhibit wild variation) 
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Short Volatility = Limited Upside

Those paid flat fee  hourly wage

engineers/recording studios/session musicians

only so many hours a week one can work

concert promoters can only sell a limited number of tickets
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long volatility: you profit if things change beyond 
expectations

short volatility:  you profit when things stay within the range 
of expectations
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long volatility: you profit if things change beyond 
expectations

Songwriters, Record Companies. Need hit.

short volatility:  you profit when things stay within the range 
of expectations

Concert promoters are hoping that performers draw is 
approximately the same or as expected.
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Long Volatility positions rely more on luck to make 
money. 

Short Volatility positions require more skill. (and a 
little fancy cooking of the books, more on this later)
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songwriter musician (not songwriter)

record label/ publishing 
conglomerates

like warner music group
concert promoter*

managers/ management companies Tour Managers

CAA and other large booking 
agencies video director

record producer record label exec

youtube recording studio

long tail 
long volatility

short volatility

longevity tend to “blow up”
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